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Virginia Electric and Power Company (the licensee) submitted a topical report 

VEP-NE-2 "Statistical DNBR Evaluation Methodology" dated October 8, 1985. 

This report describes the licensee's methodology for statistically treating 

several of the important uncertainties in Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio 

(DNBR) analysis. Previously, these uncertainties were treated in a conserva

tive detenninistic fashion, with each parameter assumed to be simultaneously 

and continuously at the worst point in its uncertainty range with respect to 

the DNBR. Statistical combination of some of these uncertainties maintains 

the same uncertainty on each parameter, but permits a more realistic combina

tion of the independent variable errors and thus provides a more realistic 

evaluation of DNBR margin. Similar statistical methodologies have been approv

ed by the NRC. This methodology report uses typical data from the North Anna 

Power Station for the sample calculations. Before implementation of the method 

on a plant-specific basis, submittals will be made for the North Anna and Surry 

Power Stations based upon uncertainties detennfned from plant specific data. 
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DESCRIPTION OF METHODOLOGY 

The licensee's DNBR evaluation methodology can be su111TJarized as follows: 

1. Statistically treated parameters and their uncertainties are defined. 

2. At a specified set of nominal conditions, defined as a "nominal state

point," 2000 sets of operating conditions are detennined by randomly 

varying each statistically-treated parameter about its nominal value 

according to its distribution. Each perturbation from a nominal state

point is defined as a "random statepoint." 

3. The random statepoints are analyzed with the COBRA IIIC/MIT code, yielding 

a distribution of 2000 DNBR's at each nominal statepoint. Each random 

statepoint is corrected to account for correlation uncertainty. 

4. The DNBR.distribution is tested for nonnality with the D' nonnality test. 

5. Steps 1-4 are perfonned at each of the different nominal statepoints 

which are selected for the analysis. The most conservative DNBR standard 

deviation which is obtained at any nominal statepoint is used in the fur

ther development of the Statistical DNBR Limit. 

6. A total DNBR standard deviation is determined by combining the overall 

parameter/correlation standard deviation with factors which account for 

the code and model uncertainties. 
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7. A DNBR limit for the nominal statepoint is determined from the absolute 

ONBR limit of 1.0, using the distribution mean and standard deviation to 

provide protection from DNB with 95% probability at a 95% confidence 

level for the hot fuel rod. 

8. Using the ONBR standard deviation, a core-wide DNB probability analysis 

is perfonned to detennine the expected number of rods in DNB when the hot 

fuel rod in the core is at the Statistical DNBR Limit (SOL). This is 

done iteratively, if necessary, to find an SOL such that no more than 0.1% 

of the rods in the core are expected to be in DNB if the plant were to 

operate at the SOL. 

Thus, the SOL is the more restrictive of 1) single rod ONB probability, 

or 2) a minimum number of rods expected to be 1n ONB at the ONBR limit. 

EVALUATION 

The licensee selected vessel flow, pressure, inlet temperature, power, engineer

ing enthalpy-rise hot channel .factor {Fdhe), nuclear enthalpy-rise hot channel 

factor {measurement component) and effective flow fraction (EFF) as the para

meters to be statistically treated. An analysis of plant hardware and proce

dures will be presented in the plant specific implementation submittals to 

justify the distribution, mean and standard deviation for each of the statisti

cally treated parameters. 
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For each implementation, the nominal statepoints will span the full range of 

pressure/temperature power transients and low flow accidents. Justification 

that the chosen points represent the limiting conditions wfll be provided in 

the plant specific submittals. 

Using on-line random number generators RANNOR and RANUNI, the 2000 random 

statepofnts will be generated at each nominal statepoint. For each random 

statepoint a DNBR calculation is perfonned and its value is adjusted to 

account for the effect of the correlation uncertainty. The DNBR distribution 

at each nominal statepoint is tested with the D' nonnality test. For the limi

ting statepoint the 95% upper confidence limit on the standard deviation due 

to parameters and correlation, SIGMA (P/C) is calculated using standard statis

tical techniques. 

The model uncertainty and code uncertainty are then applied in the following 

manner. The code uncertainty of 5% is used. This is consistent with the 

factors specified for other thennal/hydraulic codes (Ref. 1 & 2). The 5% 

penalty is conservative since Ref. 3 shows the COBRA IIIC/HIT/W-3 data are 

better than the THINCI/W-3 data. Thus, the 95% confidence level on SIGMA • 

{Code) will be 5/1.645 = 3.04%. The model standard deviation will be evaluated 

at a 95% confidence level for each plant specific package. 

The final DNBR standard deviation which accounts for all factors, each at its 

95% confidence level will be obtained as the 11Square Root of the Sum of the 

Squares. 11 
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SIGMA (Total) = [SIGMA (P/C, 95) 2 + SIGMA (Model) 2 SIGMA (Code) 2)Ji The SOL is 

then determined using the total Standard Deviation. 

SOL= 1.0 + 1.645 (~IGMA (Total)) 

The licensee also used a criterion of finding an SOL which resulted in an ex

pected number of rods in DNB which is less than 0.1% of the total in the core. 

To check this criterion the full core DNB probability must be evaluat!d. Given 

the DNBR standard deviation, the probability of DNB is calculated for each rod 

and sunmed over the entire core. The analysis is perfonned until the 0.1% 

criterion is met. This final SOL is the more restrictive of the peak rod DNB 

probability limit and the core-wide DNB probability. 

CONCLUSION 

We have review!d the statistical methodology as presented in th! report 

VEP-NE-2. Bas!d on our review of the material presented we find the metho

dology acceptable with the following conditions. 

1) Selection and complete justification of nominal statepoints to be used 

must be included in the plant specific implementation submittal. 

2. For the statistically treated parameters - justification of the distribu

tion, mean and standard deviation must be included in the plant specific 

implementation submittal. 
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3. Justification of the value of model uncertainty must be included in the 

plant specific implementation submittal. 

4. Justification of the WRB-1 CHF correlation, with a 95/95 DNBR limit of 

1.17 and that the M/P distribution is nonnal with a mean of one and a 

standard deviation of 0.838 must be provided, or VEP-NE-3 (Ref. 4) must 

be approved. 
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